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Switzerland is a small country and is lovingly called as â€˜Heaven on Earthâ€™. This beautiful country is
very small and is situated in Europe and is lovingly called as Queen of Europe. Due to its small in
size all the astounding attractions and fabulous destinations is located close to each other that
makes the vacationers more convenient to visit and explore the splendid beauty of the country. This
country is truly very beautiful and is visited and explored by all the sort of vacationers from every
nook and corner of the entire world. Apart from the vacationers this wonderful country is also visited
and explored by the filmmakers, poets, singers, authors and many alike as they get very close to the
nature here in this country.

Breathtaking lakes, ancient and modern architecture, green dense forests, mountain resorts,
splendid museums, the excellent tourist destinations and with its low crime rate this country marks
the best place in the entire world for leisure and delightful vacation. Apart from these the wonderful
country is supplemented by wonderful hotels and excellent restaurants with all the comforts and
luxuries Switzerland is truly the most visited destination in the entire world.

Some of the major Switzerland Tourist Places which truly enhance the beauty of this country and
truly make this place an ideal place for vacationers is listed below:

Geneva

Geneva is the most sought after tourist city in the country and is third biggest in Switzerland.
Endowed beautifully by the enchanting Lake Geneva which boost the beauty of this city and truly all
the tourist to this city are impressed very much by its beauty. The tallest fountain in the world,
exciting museums, wonderful arts and crafts and the exotic restaurants and resorts truly make this
city the most wonderful in the country.

St. Moritz

St. Moritz is the most delightful place in the country which is not to be missed on your vacation to
Switzerland and which boost the beauty of the Switzerland tourism. Lovingly it is referred as
renowned playground which offers variety of winter and summer sports, along with the mineral and
mud baths and therapies easily will leave the vacationers spell bound on your visit to this amazing
country. Health Spa Centre and the exciting nightlife easily entice the visitors from all over the globe
for amazing vacation.

The Rhine Falls

The Rhine Falls is the largest waterfalls in the Europe which is situated near the town of
Schaffhausen. Truly this falls in Switzerland is majorly highlighted on the Switzerland Tourist Map
and is truly explored by the thousands, hundred and several visitors from all over the globe for
amazing vacation. Fantastic display of fireworks is annually held yearly in the time of August which
truly is wonderful and breathtaking to see. Some of the other attractions to explore here are such as
listed below medieval castle, Schoss Laufen and numerous shops selling the souvenir of the
country which can be purchased and make your trip the most unforgettable trip.

Truly Switzerland is a country which truly is very worth to visit and explore as there are several
fascinating attractions and destinations waiting for you, with its arm wide open always.
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